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INTRODUCTION 

International co-operation is one of the salient aspects of the 

contemporary development policies of Governments and international 

organizations, since it expresses a basic principal of solidarity among 

nations and provides the practical means for attenuating the inequalities 

among countries deriving from their various degrees of development 

and accumulation of wealth. 

Generally speaking, international co-operation encompasses'different 

forms of relations among countries and with bilateral and multinational 

organizations. The latter provide technical assistance and on occasions, 

financing, which in the case of homan Battlements, is obtained principally 

through loans for the constructionc of housing and infrastructure projects, 

although it has also been allocated to support public or private financing 

machinery for housing. 

In Latin America and the Caribbean4 international co-operation in 

the field of human settlements.has a long history. As will be seen 

further on, the United Nations System and various regional and subregional 

organizations, such as the organization of American States (OAS) and, 

more recently, the Latin American Economic System (SELA), have provided 

technical assistance for this activity. In addition, financial orga-

nizations such as the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), the World 

Bank and other subregional institutions have contributed-to financing-

numerous housing and infrastructure projects. 

Nevertheless, international financial aid for the habitat has 

been quantitatively less than that earmarked for economic sectors 

such as industry or foreign trade. Actually, despite the fact that 

the over-all volume of financial resources transferred to the region 

for housing and infrastructure projects in the past decades reached 

a figure close to 2 500 million dollars, it did not amount to a significant 

percentage of the total financial support received during that time. 

Even so, international co-operation is exceptionally important in 

providing alternatives for occupying, organizing, habilitating and 

utilizing space for human settlements. In this sense, it can constitute 

a valuable complementary factor to national human settlement policies. 

/External 
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External aid has provided a significant amount of know -hew to 

the region that has contributed to configuring the habitat within 

patterns similar to those of the developed countries. The explosive 

population growth and the importance of ecological factors in the region 

nevertheless demand solutions different from those traditionally offered. 

This fact points to the need for, recognizing the changing natuee 

of co-operation and of conceiving ne policies that orient it as a 

variable ensemble of guide .litres to be adapted to the continuous demands 

and changes in the requirements of receiving countries and also to the 

conditions of the offering inetitutions and countries. 

It will not only be nececsarn, for co-operation to be directed 

toward serving the common interests of the countries of the region, 

thereby supp2ementing their human settlements policiee, but expertisl 

and financial resources will have to be increased as wer., Aetnally, 

external co-operation has contreeted in recent years both relatively 

and quantitatively speaking, as may be observed, foe enample in ILE 

loans for urban and rural develoreaents, which have gnadually diminished 

since the end of the last decade. 

In order to make a real contribution to Latin America's development, 

any increase in International financial co-operation and any qualitetive 

change in its nature must be accompanied by the formulation of regional 

coopereclon policies. Thce-e is no doubt that in so far as the countries 

of the region identify their common interests and the type of assistence 

they require, in addition to evaluating their own capacities for using 

external kaauehow and resources, they will be in a better position to 

negotiate with bilateral and multilateral sources of assistance for the 

co-operation they require end the Last means of obtaining it, 

co-operation among the count,.Les of the region is probably the 

best means of expanding exchanges with fereign countries, Thus, for 

example, the knowledge requinee foe Improving the habitat must not only 

be provided by the industrializr' countries, best should also be sought 

among developing countries in simllar economic and environmental 

situa0ons. The Latin Americen countwAes have ace umuleted experience 

/and capacities 
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and capacities to provide assistance and transfer technologies of 

potential interest to other developing regions. There is no doubt that 

the region should prepare itself not only for promoting the contribution 

of knowledge, but for receiving and distributing it internally as well. 

Nothing suits this purpose better than the organization of horizontal 

co-operation. 

There is no disputing the effectiveness of concerted action in 

the region as far as financial resources are concerned. This is true 

not only because countries can determine their needs in a complementary 

manner —ith respect to those of others, but also because an ensemble of 

regional policies on human settlements can provide an excellent basis 

for negotiations with bilateral and multilateral sources, and especially 

with regional and subregional institutions. 

In order to organize themselres so as to make the most advantageous 

use of international co-operation in the field of human settlements, 

the countries of the region should consider the following possibilities: 

a) The definition of areas of common interest in order to concentrate 

activities on the elements that provide the best support or various 

national human settlements policies; 

b) The establishment of practical means for developing forms of 

intra-regional co-operation aimed at utilizing the capacities of the 

countries when conditions of complementarity exist; 

c) The establishment of regional machinery to stimulate and 

orient co-operation from the developing countries and from regional 

financing organizations; and 

d) The establishment of regional consultation and decision-making 

machinery to orient and manage the preceding elements. 

The present document consists of five chapters and is aimed at 

providing the basic information required for proper study of international 

co-operation in the field of human settlements. A general discussion is 

provided of prospective areas for regional co-operation, in addition to 

their possible operational nrocedures and the co-operation that the 

United Nations could offer on a wrldwide, regional and subregional banes. 

/In so far 
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In so far as regional aspects are concerned, special reference is made 

to the forms of assistance available to countries, CEPAL's 1egional 

Rumen gettlementsPwzrammeand institutional organization of co-operation 

within the region. The Regional Programme is dealt with in greater 

detail, since one of the main objectives of the Latin American Conference 

on Human Settlements is to study the progrees that has been made in 
this field. 

Lastly, an annex includes the United Nations General Aammbly and 

CEPAL resolUtions that directly concern international co-operation in 
this field. 

/I. FIELDS 
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I. FIELDS FOR REGIONAL CO-OPERATION 

The priorities indicated by countries in the regional meetings that 

have been held on this topic since 1976 show a preference for three areas 

for international co-r peratio3: basic rescovehr  information and the 

training of human resources. In addition to the activities carried out 

by the CEPAL Secretariat during the past two years, the topic of 

adaptation of technologies has also bee :rtdluded. 

1. Basic Research 

In the work programme approved by Governments during the Seventeenth 

Session of CEPAL, held in Guatemala City in 1977, the CEPAL Secretariat 

was instructed to study the social and economic aspects of human settle-

ments, public participation and ite organization, territorial planning 

for decentralization, and the effect of public and private investment 

on human settlements.
1/ 

Owing to difficulties to be indic*ted further 

on, an in-depth study could only be made of the first of these, within 

the Habitat Project carried out by the Secretariat with the collaboration 

of CIDA. 

The work carried out within the framework of this prolect2/ 
 

served as a basis for several of the documents submitted to this 

Conference and also to identify fields of research, such as the study 

of explosive growth, its planning methodology; the systematic study of 

rural areas; and more detailed study of the political and social 

implications of shanty settlements. 

The remainder of the topics and the results of the 'study of the 

social and economic aspects involved , provide a broad field for research 

that requires only resources to be carried outs Some of these, especially 

the last-mentioned, will require co-ordinated studies in several countries. 

j/ Resolution 378 (XVII). 
2/ CEPAL/CIDA, Aspectos sociales  del  ambiente human° en AnfticALgtina. 

/2. Information 
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2, Information 

The Latin American Regional Meeting on Human Settlements, held in 

Mexico City in 1976, singled out the establishment of information machinery 

as being one of the most urgent regional needs, a priority that was 

reiterated at the Seventeenth Session of CEPAL, 

Information with regard to human settlements doubtless constitutec 

one of the highest priority areas for the region. This is borne 0-.7.t 

by a number of initiatives undertaken in the region during the past tuo 

years that should be integrated vithin a single regional system. 
3/ a) A group of organizations froim five countries,— with the support 

of the International Development Centre of Canada (IPDC), initiated the 

establishment of an information network (Latin American Human Settlements 

Network), which Is of an exper1:,ata1 nature for the rest of the countries 

of the region, 

b) A speeialized technology network was established within the 

Programme on Human Settlements Technology, carried cut jointly by CEPAL 

and the United Nations Environment Programme CUNEP), The Action Ccmmittee 

for Housing and Tunding in the Social Tnterest,(CaUS) of 3ELA in 

turn initiattd an information system that is at present 11 .eed only to 

housing, For the present time the syptem is limited to the CAVEIS 

signatory countries; however, in the future it should incLude all the 

countries of Latin America and the Caribbean. 
4/' c) At the Vancouver Conference,— the topic of Information was 

considered to be one of the eseential elements in international 

co-operation This Conference ent=...blished Vision..Hebitat, a specialized 

programme to provide information on human settlements, 

_---_-- 
Y The State Construction Committee of Cuba; the Information and 

Cnnstructien Centre of Gustemle; the Ministry of Human Settlements 
and Public Works of Mexico; the National Construction Information 
Centre of Colombia; and the National Regional Information, Housing, 
Construction and Urban Deselnpmont Network of Venezuela. • 

ZI/ United Nations Conference c Human Settlements (HAbITAT), 
Vancouver, 1976. 

/3. Tteining 



3. IrsaLliasofhuman resources 

The Seventeenth Session of CEPAL indicated the training of human 

resources as one of the three basic areas of the activities programme 

requested of the CEPAL Seeretarlat. 

The majority of countries are characterized by a lack of relation- 

ship between the professional trairing offered by universitLes and 

management and planning requirements in urban and rural development. 

This is also true with respect to administration and operation of 

public services, on the one hand, and the construction of certain types 

of settlements, on the other. 

With few exceptions, present-day training programmes are directed 

toward training specialized personnel, generally through post-graduate 

courses, whereas university curricula in architecture, engineering, 

public administration and the social sciences provide little attention 

to the specific problems of humeri settlements and to their relation to 

the environment. 

Moreover, the level of professional qualification and the expectations 

of those graducting from the urt:versities - particularly those who have 

obtained specialixed degrees in the region and in foreign universities 0 

draw such graduates away from secondary urban centres and rural areas 

and attract them to the cities. Consequently, tbe effective availability 

of professional personnel to deal with human settlements problems is 

more apparent than real. An excessive supply of professional personnel 

exists in capital cities and motropolises, whereas the demand for such 

personnel in secondary cities cannot be met, even in cases in which 

organizations exist that could employ them. 

This situation is an extreme one in the case of shanty and rural 

sett_ements. The empirical techniques used by squatter builders cannot 

be combined with scientific knowledge owing to the lack of middle level 

staff and, consequently, tend to lose their efficiency and their 

capacity for renovation. Generally speaking, the dissemination of 

appropriate technologies comes up against a stabling block in the lack 

of personnel with both technical knaoledge and the ability to penetrate 

into the cultural make-up of meet of the population. 

/4. AuE1121-1.ate 
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4. App ,o 	tecbnoluies 

The CEPAL/UNEP Programme on Human. Settlements Technologies conttibuted 

knowledge on technclogies concidered to be appropriate for the region. 

The nature of the imported technologies that are being applied in 

organising and adapting human settlements at the present time is 

generally adapted neither to the socio-economc conditions of the 

countries of the region nor co the ecological environment in which most 

of the population lives. 

The rapidity of population growth aad the unprecedented speed 

with which it is being concentsated in a few metropolises, the slow growth 

rate of income among most of the population and the fact that governmental 

action has been directed principally toward housing have created a 

situation in which the ability to organize and habilitate settlements 

is very inferior to existing reeds. This circumstance, which is derived 

from the style of development p2.evai:ing in almost all the ecuntries 

of the region, /G aggravated by the use of teehnologiss transferred 

from the dee4eloped countries the product of -veey diisterent eocio-eeonomic, 

cultural and eu7ronmental condf.tionss 

Approrimately 6O of the territory of Latin America and the 

Caribbean is made up of lowlends with Leavy rainfall and high 

temposatates that fmpose living hsman settlements condition markedly 

dictinct from these in the inducteialized countries, whinh continue to 

ptovide most settlement crits-zia and technologies. Occupation of the 

tropical habitat is one of the most significant chant:2;es for the 

future of the region Isle ;ranch as in reeent decndes megretion touerd 

the hot lowlands of Latin Am2tisa has increased, for several countries 

in the region the agticultusal frontier is a tropical frontier. 

Although the tropics con3titute a priority area for technological 

development in the field of hiieen seetlements, the same situation 

applies to the complex teehnolc2Ical demands of large urban areas 

that requi:e cppropriate solustone for mass transportaeton, a key factor 

/in resolving 
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in resolving treffic and air pollution problems. Furthermore, urban 

sanitation problems require new solutions for the supplying of water 

and the discharge and treatment of excreta and residual wastes. 

Building also requires g-eeter technological attention, particularly 

in certain specialized areas such as low cost, earthquake-proof 

construction - especially importent in view of the frequent earthquakes 

in the region - and the production cf building materials The latter 

has Important repercussions on the region's energy problems, since 

the production of some of the commonly used matetials, such as Portland 

cement, for example, requires conaiderable quantities of energy obtained 

from oil, especially in the Central American and Caribbean countries. 

Lastly, the technologies used to produce the material components 

of human settlements in rural areas should be subjected to very careful 

study. In the case of agriculture, these technologies arc not only 

limited to housing, Imfraat7:uct_a and serviees, but also extend to 

means of communication and transportation, and above all to agricultural 

production technologees. The use cf tropical soils affected by heavy 

rainfall and eroded though centuries of ileproper use require priority 

technological attention. 

In many of these subject areas, most of the countries of the 

region do not possess sufficient installed capacity for research and 

development, whereas in other cases such efforts could only be possible 

through intetnationnl co-operation. 

/II. NEW 
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NEU FORMS OF OPEPATION 

The United Nations and other international organizations, in addition to 

regional development banks and bilateral institutions of several 

industrialised countries, provide technical and at times financial assistance 

for housing and sanitation, and, on a smaller scale, tor other habitat 

components. Nevertheless, in recent “:,.ars external rid in this field has 

shown a tendency toward decline and has also suffered from certain functional 

problems. Horizontal co-operation, however, is based on other than traditional 

approaches and forms of co-ordination, Little has been done to develop forms 

of co-operation involving horizontal exchange flows, despite the fact that 

this form of co-operation has been extensively promoted by the United 

Nations, l/  

The difficulties enceunterd in obtaining external aid and the 

advisability of new forms of co-operation suggest the need to increace the 

regions' scientific exchange with, the rest_ of the world, establish policies 

and ireatruments for developing forms of horizontal co-operation, and to 

obtain new financial resources moioly through greater participation of 

developed countries and multilater 1 institutions 

1, fachange with foreipn countriand112,rizolltAl cp7soeration 

International co-operation has traditionally been associated with the 

transfer of know-how and resources froa the industrialized countries to 

the developing countries, This situation is largely the result of a linear 

concept of development based on a songle model for the mate;ial progress of 

nations and the supposed universality of the knowledge applied to modern 

industrial develooment. The developing process itself, however, appears to 

indicrte that as progo-ess in dev-elopment ::aces place, the capocitor for 

1/ Sea 	d. AP,i4n de la Cooferenela (le 	Ne1-40e-s Un4do- onYr* 

	

09.2petagion 1.:.,f,g1cIlic,a_entie los PL,Ifoo  on 	-  	Buenos Airec, 
September 1978,, 

/adapting 



adapting and finding new technological and organizational solutions also 

increases. At least this has been the case when homegrown national objectives 

have been sought and when it has been accepted that development can and should 

provide different forms and styles in accordance with varying national realities, 

The know-how provided by the developed countries in the field of human 

settlements was of undeniable importance in so far as it contributed to 

establishing the material basis on which the contemporary societies of Latin 

America and the Caribbean still rest. Whereas population growth and the size 

of human sttlements were maintained within relatively modest limits in relation 

to a wealthy and largely unexploited environment, imported knowledge regarding 

the organization, adaptation and use of settlements was able to provide rapid 

and relatively efficient means of accommodating the population within national 

territories. 

The prodigious growth of the population and cities of the region since 

the 1943s produced substantial Changes in the nature and content of the 

knowledge required to meet the needs of a population migrating in increasing 

numbers to urban areas and therefore undergoing rapid social and cultural 

Changes. The need for technological innovations and organization methods has 

become apparent prenieely because traditional management of the human habitat 

no longer satisfies the requirements of contemporary human settlements,. 

Other developing countries have had empirical experiences more similar 

to those of the countries of the region, at least with regard to ecological 

and economic contexts that resemble those of Latin America and the Caribbean. 

It must be borne in mind that the Third World is largely a tropical and poor 

world that is growing and urbanizing at unprecedented speed, and that Latin 

America and the Caribbean share these characteristics. Certain countries of the 

region have been able to develop technologies and forms of administrative 

organization that could be of considerable interest to other developing 

countries, which appears to indicate the existence of basic conditions for 

establishing mutually beneficial exchange. 

Nevertheless, technical co-operation has been hindered by problems 

of geographical and language differences. Moreover, the region is also not 

prepared to distribute the knowledge arriving from abroad efficiently nor 

to uZilize information regarding the assistance the Latin American countries 

could provide to other developing regions. 

/Problems 
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Problems of communications and relations could by their very nature 

be resolved by means of institutionalized international co-operation, 

which could act as an intermediary. Hceever, solution of the remainder of 

the existing problems depends basically on the regions' internal organization. 

In order to activate exchange with foreign countries it will be 

necessary to develop an adequate information system_and to achieve significant 

progress in organizing intra-regional horizontal co-operektiono  The possibilities 

for co-operation with foreign countries therefore largely depend on the 

development of co-operation among the Latin American and Caribbean countria. 

Some countries of the region, in accordance with their relative degree 

of development and their economic and territorial dimensions, have made 

progress in formulating human settlements policies that include all the 

technical aspects of the habitat, and have consequently been able to establish 

very complete administrative organizations to implement such policies, The 

technologicel and organizational capacities developed in such countries 

should be transferred, first of all, to other countries in the region that 
requiee them. 

The explosive growth of certein urban and industrial areas has resulted 

in an accumulation of positive and negetive experiences that constitutes a 

valuable source of knowledge that should not be wasted by countries that are 

presently facing or will in the future face the same phenomena. 

These experiences are frecuently associated with the development of 

alternative technologies in tie field of urban transportation and sanitation, 

and could be shared by countries with similar problems. 

Generally speaking, technological development in the field of human 

settlements is peovided with a considerable institutional base. Sixty 

research and development centres dedicated to the more concrete aspects of 

such technology represent e potential whose capacity could be multiplied 

merely by efficient exchange of knowledge and the implementation of joint 

research and dissemination projects. 

The fact that common interests aaist, such as the need to occupy 

tropical areas more intensely and to explore technological alternatives 

for the production of materials that at present consume large amounts of 

conventional sources cf energy, reaffirms the possibilities of horizontal 

/co-operation 
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co-operation within the region. Setting out to achieve these objectives 

involves a problem of organizing new machinery for co-operation, which, 

although it may be founded on present-day institutional structures, differs 

in nature from aid coming from abroad. 

2. Cp.,,lameia  -rafitynexidedeve7e,..aped countrim_aelint:ernational 
finatacq_2rgdflikatLQUE 

Bilateral aid in the field of human settlements has been intermittent and 

dependent upon the internal policies of the offering countries, and has, 

therefore, had scant relation to the needs of receiving countries. It 

must be acknowledged, however, that the latter have not always been able 

to define their needs for technical and financial assistance clearly and 

consistently. At other times, resources from abroad have not been able 

to be used more efficiently because of internal organization problems. 

The borrowing countries have not always been able to take full 

advantage of co-operation policies and the offers of resources extended 

by some multilateral financial institutions. Thus, for example, the 

resources for urban development and housing made available by the IBB to 

countries in the last two decades have been only partially used. In part, 

this has been the result of discrepancies between institutional policies 

and national policies, and has also perhaps come about because of obstacles 

of an operational nature that have impeded the transfer of financial 

resources from abroad. 

The need for financing and technical assistance in the region has 

increased as a consequence of the development process itself, which 

requires increasing financial resources for industrialization and therefore 

directly affects the amounts of national savings that can be invested in 

basic capital stock. 

The possibilities for increasing the flow of resources from abroad 

depend substantially on the development of the world economy, which does 

not at present favour - nor does it appear that it will in the immediate 

future - an increase in external co-operation, at least in so far as 

bilarerally administered co-operation is concerned. Consequently, it 

appears that it would be to better avail to make more efficient use of 

available resources than to expect them to be increased. 

/It should 
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It should be reiterated that rationalization of the use of resources 

provided by external co-operation depends more on the internal organization 

of the region than on control of external circumstances. In this sense, there 

is no doubt that countries must first of all identify their own needs for 

technical assistance, which in turn depends on nacional human settlements 

policies and the policies for improving the habitat, Instrumentation of 

these policies will clearly indicate which of the elements required by 

auch policies may be obtained internally and which may be obtained abroad. 

The qualification and quantification of national needs for trahnical 

assistance would make it possible to lay the foundations for co-ordinating 

them on a regional scale, Such co-ordination is necessary in order for 

both offering and receiving countries, in addition to inter4ational 

financial organization:), to be able to programme their future co-operation 

activities in the field of human settlements. 

Co-ordination of international co-operation resources is premised 

on prior and rather approximate knowledge of the amount of resoulces that 

could be transferred from abroad and of the conditions attached to their 

use, In thi3 regard the establishment cf auxiliary mechanisms in the 

region could be of considerable advantage primarily to finance certain 

projects of common interest nad 'in order to promote an increase in 

bilateral contribution 

Those mechanisms would serve basically as instruments of consultation 

and financial support for special pro jests, aJsuring that there is possible 

to obte,n voluntary contributions from the countries of the region, Such 

mechanisms could perform an important co-ordination function with respect 

to regional and sub-regional organizations, pazticularly in the programming 

of their activities. 

/III, WORLDWIDE 
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III. WORLDWIDE CO-OPERATION PROVIDED BY TO UNITED NATIONS 

International co-operation has traditionally been administered from world 

centres, and this is also true with respect to human settlements. In the 

1950s the United Nations established A Housing, Building and Planning 

Centre (CVCP) with the aim of providing technical assistance to its Mather 

States in matters that are presently part of the field of human settlements.
1/  

Since then, and until 1970, CVCP provided technical assistance from its 

headquarters in New York. 

In resolution 32/132, adopted in hatch 197:, The General Assembly 

established a United Nations Commission on Human Settlements and the 

United Nations Centre for Human Settlements (labitat). The Commission 

on Human Settlements has held two meetings, one in New York and the other 

in Nairobi, and will meet again in Mexico City in Hay 19:0. This Commission 

is composed of 52 countries of which 10 are Latin American or Caribbean 

countries, Appointed by the Secretary General of the United Nations, the 

Executive Director of the Habitat Centre took office in October 1978, The 

Centre's headquarters is in Nairobi. 

The resources available to the Habitat Centre for carrying out its 

functions are made up of budgetary allocations originally assigned to CVCP 

and of transfers from other United Nations bodies with functions related to 

human settlements, including the United Nations Human Settlements and Habitat 

Foundation. This Foundation administered voluntary country contributions, 

which in principal continue to be the Centre's main source of operating funds, 

but in reality are insufficient to satisfy estimated needs. 

The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) was actually the first 

United Nations organization to maintain regular human settlements programmes. 

The human habitat was considered by UNEP, from its very beginnings, as a 

priority field for its activities, and consequently in 1976 UNEP financed 

programmes such as the CEPAL/UNEP Programme on Huan Settlements Technology 

1/ United Nations activities in the field of 'lumen settlements include the 
following fields: policies aad strategies; planning; shelter, infrastrUcture 
and services; land; public participation; and institutions (General Assembly 
resolution 32/162). 

/in various 
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in various regions. Upon the establishment of the Habitat Centre, UNEP 

8:L 'inded human settlements from its priorities. Nevertheless, at the 1st 

meeting of its Governing Council, the ember States requested that the 

environmental aspects of human settlements should be maintained within its 

programme of activities. 

The United rations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Orgenization 

(UNESCO) regularly allocates recoeeces for education and training in human 

settlementsc  tither directly or hough its Ilan eed the Biosphere Programme, 

UNESCO has participated in it porcant projects related to the human hatitat. 

Other organizations in the United Nations System can also co-operate 

in human settlements p'ojects aesociated witn. their specific activities, 

especially the United Nations Development Organization (UNIDO), the World 

Health Orgenization (U10) and the United Nations Feed and Agriculture 

Organization (FA,0). 

IV. REGIONAL AND SUBREGIONAL CC-OPERNIION 

This chapter will study international co-cperetion within the regional 

context, A brief review will filen ,e made of the various forms of 

intereational aid provided Ly the United Nistiene aed etbes regional and 

suLregional organizations to Latin America and the Caribbean. Secondly, 

CEPAL's activities will be deecri•ed, particularly with respect to the 

Regional Hemen SettleTent: Peogramme Lastly, United Nations inter-

institutional relations 71.11 be eiscessed as regards regional activities 

in the field of hemen settlenents,• 

1, FOTMg. CYLPiLAVailaWC t2)  

On the natiorel level, internationei co-operation provides a number of 

cpportunities for technical assistance in the field of human eettlementso  

The United Nations Development Pro` ramme (UNDP)  he.: reeeeeces available 

for carrying out studics and preparing development projects. UNDP  may 

request an United Nations oresnizeteion to act as executor of a project 

in collabozation with the national entities designoxed by the Giemrnmeet 

resuessing the aid.11  

1/ These resources are specified by means of an indicative figure agreed 
upon annually with the countries and are assigned by means of co-operation 

agreements. 

lAt the present 
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At the present tine, the Organization of American States (OAS) is 

participating in technical assitance projects in the fields of housing and 

urban and rural development in Argentina, Chile, Ecuador, Brazil, Mexico, 

Guatemala, Costa. Rica and lloundras. In 1953 the OAS established the 

Inter-American Mousing Centre (CIUVA), which later became the Inter-American 

Information Service for Urban Development (CIINDU) until it was disbanded in 

1977. For many years the OAS also maintained the Inter -American Urban and 

Regional Planning Programme (PIAIM), with headquarters originally in Lima 

and later transferred with substantial modifications to Venezuela. 

Since its establishment, the Pan American_ Sanitary 'Bureau (PASB) has 

supported national initiatives and projects in the field of urban and rural 

sanitation and has provided technLcal assistance either directly or through 

associated organizations, such as the Inter-American Center for Sanitary 

Engineering and One Environment (CEPIS). Among other activities, this Centre 

maintains a regional air pollution monitoring network in urban areas. 

More recently, the Lain American Economic System set up an Action 

Committee for Housing and Building in the Social Interest (CvErs) with 

headquarters in Quito, whose enicles of incorporation have so far been 

signed by nine countries of the region. CAVEIS-SELk, which began operations 

in 1973, has developed its capacity to provide specialized assistance in 

housing within a comprehensive human settleeents framework and is initiating 

a hcusing information system!!  

In 1973 Visi6n-Habitat set up an office in Mexico City to cover the 

Latin American and Caribbean area Since then it has provided informational 

material, including motion pictures and other audio-visual material. 

2/ CEPAL resolution 373 (MI) provides that the CEPAL Secretariat 
"... should collaborate with SELA in the preparation of policies and 

plans on human settlements, when Clember) States so request. 

/The Inter•American 
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The Inter-American Development Bank has special resources an tie:4es 

to assist its Ucmber States in preparing feasibility studies, and i i some 

cases, in ca-rying cut studies of a more generalized nature. 

Likeaise, the Permanent Secretariat of the Geners1 Treaty on tentral 

American Economic Integration (SIECA), The Caribbean. Community (CAR ICON) and 

the Loard of the Cartagena Agreement (JunAc) are also in a position te 

technical assistance to their ilember States upon recuest. Through its Andean 

Technological Development Programme, JUMC has contAbuted to the body of 

knowledge on human settlements by means of a significant study on wood 

technology and its application to construction, 

Several developed countries provide technical assistance through 

bilateral co•operation agrements. With this purpose in mind, several decad 

ago the United States established the Agency for International Development 

(AED), which has collaborated with mnny countries in the region in preparing 

general and specific sAndies on housing and othes fields related to the 

habitat, Canada also has tus on•ganizations s7ccialising in international 

co-operation: the International Development Agency (aim) and the International 
Research Deyolopmsnt Centre (IRDC), which have financed important national and 

regional studies. Sweden, the Netherlands, France and the United Kingdom alno 

rossess resources and specialized institutions for providing technical 

assistance to developing countries, and have supported national projeets in 

the field of human settlements either directly or through international 

organizations, 

The countries of the region may also obtain financial aid for housing, 

infrastructure and services progyammes and noojects. Financial cid is usually 

in the form of credits for puhlic sector investment or for the promotion of 

housing financing machinery through seed capital loans. The principal source 

of financial assistance in the region is the IDB, which possesses "soft" 

resources from its social progress Trust Fund and ordinary resources for its 

opesations. With the exception of Cuba, between 1 G1 and 1977, the TDB 

transferred more than 1,700 million dollars to the countries of Latin America 

and the Caribbean, The magnitude of this fora of financing, somewhat rare in 

other parts of the world, neverthsless began to decline in the late 1960e, 

/The World Bank 
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The World Bank has also financed urban infrastructure projects, 

especially with regard to sanitation, land habilitation and services, As of 

1973 the Bank had granted loans of approximately 340 million dollars to 

countries in the region. 

In a similar manner, subregional financial organizations have 

contributed to financing housing, infrastructure and services projects. 

The Central American Bank for Economic Integration (CABEI), the Caribbean 

Development Bank and, to a certain extent, the Development Financing 

Corporation have assisted their member Stated on several occasions in 

financing projects associated with the material base of human settlements. 

In certain cases, bilateral aid has assumed the form of financial 

assistance for executing housing and related services programmes and projects. 

This is especially true in the case of AID, which in the past two decades 

financed the development of the savings and loan system and several second- 

mortgage markets, in addition to providing guarante 	for private United 

States housing loans in Latin America and the Caribbean. 

2Q  The  =PAL Rerional Human Settlementsprogramme  

In resolution 373 (XVII),2l Governments instructed CEPAL to carry out a 

regional research, information and traininr,, programme in human settlements 

to include a number of topics that had been assigned priority during the 

Latin American Human Settlements Meetings held in nexico City in September 

1976. 

The CEPAL Secretariat encountered difficulties of a financial nature 

in carrying out this Programme. As is well known, CEPAL's resources for 

performing its functions are derived from the regular United Nations budget 

and are allocated to specific activities. Consequently, the only possibilities 

for undertaking new activities lie in expanding the regular budget or in 

obtaining extra-budgetary resources. 

3j Adopted 5 nay 1977. during the Seventeenth Session of CEPAL, 

/Prior to 
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1112:9,0T fse:4 ;:i1Z.L'e-Siwtnteenth Sessicn, in which the Regional Human 

Settlements Programme was approved, the CEPAL Secretariat had concluded 

co-operation agreements with CIDA and UNEP in late 1976 and early 1977. 

These agreements refer respectively to the carrying out of a study on the 

social aspects of the human environment in Latin America and a human settlements 

technology programme, Had it not bean for this ciretumstance, it would not 

have been possible to comply even partially with the mandate of resolution 

373 (KVII) 

a) Emagr-.Ph 

The study on Social Aspects of the Human Environment in Latin America 

was concluded in December E'72, with the principal objective of identifying 

the critical variables in human settlements processes in the region in order 

to increase policy efficiency in this field, Five monographs syntlesige most 

of the knowledge accumulated in a year and a half's work by an interdisciplinary 
4/ team with headquarters in CEPAL's offices in Mexico City, 	An Atlas of 

Human Settlements in Latin America and the Caribbean, containftng 21 mops, 

concentrates a large part of the information Available on human settlements 

in the region, and several supplementary studies complete the contribution 

of this project, Using the knowledge contributed by this study and additional 

information provided by CELADE as a basis, experts from CEPAL and CFLADE 

prepared most of the basic documents for the Latin American Conference on 

Human S4.•tlements.52/  

z11 dgeSte.I3,13.14:PLO.S _ALS txdaigir)ardAl-da-10-zsUagi 5  

t.9.T.6.tiza.laaim.; arantezl-eat 	a§43; A ;IAntastal-co1o...pzi,‘ 
izeg 	 1:pro.....d.e..xxatzs2^tjuill.s.i.r. 	CEMax. 

un  

Elluga_aettlementz_in the deyelcoment of Latin America (E/CEPAL/CONF.70/L.3); 
Pooulation,_graniiennd haterjectlementa_in Latin Amgziela 
(E/CFPAL/COUF,70:I; The 2roeg7i.g cf huuan settlement in Latin Peeertsa 
(EICEPAIVIONF.70/1,6); The M4,17.1_1-'4, (21.t41..liat.;_ts,L (E/CFPAL/CONF.70/L.6); 
and Paligiel_en  humanielttlementaela Lai in America (E/CEPAL/CONF,70/L.7). 

/For the reasons 



For the reasons mentioned above, the other research topics referred to 

in resolution 37^, CNII), have been dealt with only superficially; however, 

they have been maintained in the Programme since they deal with regional 

priorities The Programme on luman Settlements Technology was initiated in 

June 1977 in collaboration with UUEP and will conclude on 31 December 1979. 

The two documents being se",nitted to the Latin American Conference on this 

subject-
6/  provide an extensive analysis of the activities carried out in the 

region in this field, the first of this kind ever to be performed and one 

whose importance was emphasized at the United ilations Conference on Human 

Settlements held in Vancouver in 1975, 

b) Information 

Uith the objective of making as much progress as possible in another 

of the activities of the Uork Programme, the Regional Operational Unit (uoa) 

of the CEPaL/GUEP technological programme has developed a scientific exchange 

network in the region, pith this purpose in mind, a regional directory of 

research centres end users of human settlements technology was prepared 

listing more than 22O institutions. SimilaAy, an inventory of current human 

settlements research and technological development activities is being concluded. 

A network specializing in low-coat earthquake-proof construction technologies 

was also set up, Finally, a series of monographs is being prepared to describe 

the state of knowledge regarding several settlenants technologies that will be 

distributed in the region through the scientific exchange network, 

CEPAL and C1ADES, its specialized data-processing organization, 

participated in the initial consultations for setting up an experimental 

information network on human settlements that took place in Uexico City in 

'Earth 1979 under the auspices of the International Research Development 

Centre of Canada and the Mexican Government, 

The Regional Operational Unit, responsible for the Programme on Human 

Settlenents Technology, prepared a glossary of current human settlements 

terminology to be distributed before the end of the year. 

6/ ileatinsaaissams.f tetLeeloev in hemaneapttlemeetE (./CEPAL/C0117.70/L.8) 

and Hermaeaettlements 	 LAtinAmzipq (E/CEPAL/C01117,70/14,,S). 

/c) Degeleteninz 
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c) Training 

In 1970 the group in charge of the Programme on Human Settleconts 

Technology held two seminars on the technology o~ human settlements in the 

humid tropics in Mexico and Cuba, and will prepare a third seminar for the 

English-speaking Caribbean countries. 

The Human Settlements Division of the lienican ilinistry of Human 

Settlements and Public Uorks oolIabDrated in holding the first of those 

seminars, and the International Environmental Sciences Training Centre of 

Madrid and the Centre for the Study aad Supervision of Housing Development 

of Cuba collaborated in the second. 

These seminars were planned and carried out by the programme staff, 

which prepared the texts and audio- 	 /visual material, relying largely on the 

pilot project bearing the sale name that was held in co-operation with the 

Human Settlements Division of the Hexican Ministry of Human Settlements and 

Public Works. 

Actually, the first activity carried out under tMs Programme was 

another seminar, held in August 1:77 in co-operation with CIFCA and with the 

Development Training Centre of Hexico. 

A preliminary investigation was also made of the region's installed 

capacity for training in the field of human settlements, leading to the 

identification of some 30 professional specializtion programmes, 

Another co-operative effort should be mentioned, also carried out with 

the collaboration of the Human Settlements Division of the Mexican 

of Human Settlements and Public Works, regarding the training of Diddle-level 

staff to disseminate technological infornation and provide support for urban 

and rural development. This project is in the nature of an experiment to 

train non-university staff as liasion between federal and state-level 

activities and self-help builders, stall contractors, and municipal and 

communal authorities. The project concluded in August of this year with 

the first experimental training course for instructor-monitors. 

2/ Vision-Habitat contributed motion pictures and audio-visual material. 

/3. Ins_ti=ioeal 
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3. Iutitutionai  orfranizatItoncsexat.ionisLtle_rs.p.s11 

Resolution 32/152, adopted by the United nations General Assembly in 'larch 

1(373, establishes norms for United Nations action on worldwide and regional 

levels. Section IV (Organization at the Regional Level) recommends that 

.. the regional commissions should consider the establishment of regional 

inter-governmental committees on human settlements, comprising all members, 

in cases where such comlittees do not already e:cist". Further on, the same 

Section notes "..0 that the regional committees shall be responsible for the 

formulation of regional and subregional policies and programmes and for their 

implementation 

In pursuance of the General 'Llsem:_.ly resolution quoted above, CEPAL 

resolution 407 CTVIII), approved during CEPAL's Eighteenth Session, 	noted 

that ''... regional co-operation in the field of human settlements should be 

the subject of analysis and specific examination by committees especially 

established for the purpose at the CEPAL sessions", and urged ".., the member 

Governments to send to the sessions of the Commission, or of the Committee 

which may deal with the subject, at least one expert in this field to provide 

the necessary technical support to their delegations." 

The committee of experts established during the above-uentioned session 

constitutes an intert:ediate element in approving regional human settlements 

policy, ,This committee, however, owing to its temporary nature and its lack 

of ::eehnical ?ersonnel, will not be in a position to prepare, snd such less 

implement, regional human settlements programmes, 

It is evident that activities of such a nature cannot be carried out 

by a temporary committee that meets for a feu days every two years. Such a 

function requires a support unit that performs the functions of a committee 

technical secretariat, that is, A unit of the type referred to in resolution 

32/132 in its recommendation that 	each regional committee should be 

served by a unit of the secretariat of the parent regional commission under 

a/ Held in La Paz, 3olivia, in April 1979. 

/an executive 
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established as 

soon as possible and that they should be provided pith the necessary resources 

for their Operations. This resolution also indicates the functions of such 
(2/ 

units.—  

As provided for in the General Assemly resolution, the resources 

required to establish a unit of thin; nature in CEPAL should consist of these 

available from the regular budgetary sources and those 7'e0oployed from those 

available to the United Nations Centre for Iitnian Settlements -fgabi:ist). 

Since the CEPAL Secretariat does not have reeular budgetary resources:1 that 

Could be used for setting up a unit to support the Cormission on Human 

Settlements, it will have to depend exclesivaly on redeployment of the 

Habitat Centae's resources, ,ahich has not vet "cen effected. 

Notwithstanlina whether the CEPAL Secretariat is or is not in a 

 and 

the 

collaboration of governmental representatives 
to human settle ends; 
of countries in the region in the formulation 
assistance from the saspropriate bilateeal and 

with the appropriate financial institutions' 
levels and with regional units of the 

To execute regional human settlements projects. 
programmes and projeets, especially regional training programmes; 

and supervise regional and snbregional 
and 

/Secondly, 

an executive officer, that these units should preferably be 

position to assist its Eem.  es. States in human settlements questions 

in this respect it seems appropriate to eaamine several alternatives - it 

would appear suitable to consider the need for a unit or groups cf teehnieal 

units to provide support in this area, 

Firstly, the 9-separation of seaional programmes requiees teehnical 

csps(ity to incorporate national political aeidelines within an organic 

ensemble of projects. Such capacity is also essent:;a1 for implementing and 

supervising regional programmes 

2/ a) To 
b) T:5 review 

region; 
To promote the active 
in activities related 
To assist Governneets 
of their reouests for 
multilateral bodies; 
To establish close links 
at the regional an-1 global 
specialized agencies; 
lo formulate, implenent 

serve the regional interesovernnental committees; -  
progress in the implementation of progremmes within 
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Secondly, regional programmes must necessarily be co-ordinated with 

those being carried out on a worldwide scale :y the Habitat Centre and other 

international co-operation institutions. Such co-ordination implies negotiating 

capacity of a largely technical nature. For example, in the Habitat Centre's 

forking Plan for 1930-19.'71, the projects assigned specifically to the region 

do not fully correspond to the priorities noted by countries at the Seventeenth 

Session of CEPAL nor do theY represent a volume of resources sufficient to 

cover present needs.
10/  

Thirdly, the establishment and development of new activities, such as 

horizontal co-operation among the countries of the region, requires 

predominantly technical co-ordinating activities, which do not exist at the 

present time. 

Fourthly, exchange with countries of other developing regions, with 

bilateral institutions and multilateral organizations also reouire the 

permanent attention of a technical body, specially if the auxiliary financial,  

mechanisms referred to in Chapter II were to be establishad. 

Lastly, only a technical secretariat will be able to assist countries 

properly, particularly as regards information and collaboration with respect 

to their needs for external co-operation. 

10/ The resources specifically allocated to projects in Latin America and 
The Cartbean in the Habitat Centre's 19'0-1931 lorking Plan amount to 
a total of approximately 4:53,002 dollars for that period. This is less 
than half the resources contrilaited by CIDA and ural,  for regional projects 
carried out by CEPAL between 1977 and 1979. 

/Annex 
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Centre for Human. Settlements (Habitat)", hcreinaft.,17 referred to ;v.: 

the Centre"; 

2. 	Decides that the Centre shat l 	lea by an Executive Dlreoto;:, 

at the level to be determined tater.whe hall report re the Secretary-

General until such time as nny relesar.u: ree:mertiotion of the Ad Hoc 

Committee on the Restunforin;.; of the boonone.i.c and Social Sectors of the 

United Nations System can be taken into account: 

3. 

management of the Centrs, which snall. comprise the ponts aud bodgetary re-

sources of the following: 

(a) The Centfe for Housing, -f',n1101g and Plennin:. of the Department of 

Economic and Social At 	of the 

(b) The appropriate saction of the hvireil Ct 1::C01107- and. cia 

Pregrammes of the tat ted ran as 	 dlrectly concerned 

with human settlements, wit 	 o of the fe:. 	recnired by that 

Programme to exe.rcise its 	 for the enviropmental aspects 

and consequences of human sertlemehts plaonig; 

(o) 	The United Nations dab tot end Human Seriements Foundation; 

(d) 	As aprpriate, selected posts tan asnociacd resources from relevant 

parts of the Department of Economic and Social Affnirs; 

4. 	Decides that the United Nniticro 	 snd Human Settlements Found- __ .... 

ation ohall be administered by the Fxocael.ve 	rat tens referred to in para- 

graph 2 of the present sectier and shall have the terms of reference set 

out in the anaex to data: eta Assemeia resolution. 3327 (XXIX) with appropriate 

amendments, to reflect the rew relatiunship to the Commission ten Haman 

Settlements and its secretariat; 

5, 	Decides that 	 1,-1,1c,",hi,") of I ta Execut ive• 

Director, shall be entrusted, iatcralj.t , with tho following e-s:sp ersi  

(a) 	To ensure the harmoni2ation at Lhe fatersecretariat level of human 

settlements programmes planned nod carried oat by the bolted Nations system; 

(17) 	To assist the Commission. on 5rattan Settlements ire co-ordinating human 

settlements activities in the Unitod Natieos system, to keep them under re-

view and to assess their effectiveness, 

(C) 	To execute human settlements projects; 

(d) 	To provide the focal point for a global exchange of information about 

human settlements; 
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Te provide substantive in,Inport to the Comiintm. cc; lhiTen 

ments; 

(f) To deal with interrov,.:,c1 humc oo setents mt,fters; 

(g) To supplement the hcce,g:ces of the cc 	ho formulat:is-Lg. and 

implementig human set--ee 	p:ej,7cts 00c; so 1eno5c1ee; 

(h) To 7-::,7070 	 with, und involvmont 4. the world f“:iien- 

tific :community emncerned 	human settlements; 

(1) 	To establish :ad maiac:ain a glonnl dl rector: 0consultants, and 

ativisors tb suppe 	 nvailaiiie within the United Nations system 

end to assin;; f"e reernimeni-  of expects ct the 	fevel, including 

those avajelabile or d_eveloiing 

To intit:e nbl.H iPtcniaticn 	 numnn settlem?nts in 

,Jo-operntioa. 	 r• 	; 	ThfcT;r;tich ot7 the SecreLariaz; 

(C) 	To prom!.::te kin t further oed continued use of acnio-visual material 

reTateing to hm,nl sfiemno; 

I 
	

To c.;ariy or l. ne 'tnndsto cot responlbilitis ptevieusly ssivuoT ho 

the appcopriate 	 i:coies to th.e seeretarisf units rn he absoTbed 

in 

 

the -e0trai 

-hLTi.1 they are trsrsbcrtoe to the regional 

r, 	thou ; r:he 	 ci ?J: 	 Nation 	 Taformatici 

Centre on b.hman Settdnl 	 repo -  to eh Execive. hi cr001: 

)ecies that. the•e abonli be close links hfirween the Uen.tte and the 

Toted Notions r.lvircn 	P:„-coolme, cod that For this Teason the location 

of the CetJ.re should ho. 

8. 	2eoide:s th;at during tae c)eriod 1978-1980 on signifinsht portion of all 

posts ia the Centre wilH 	asigncd to 	regions for work on regional 

human seftlemen 	-coa; 

ORClANIZALMN AT THY, RIGIONAL INVEL 

R ecommen_ t tbor tbe hegional nomm'issons shocl colistUo,r the establish-

ment  of re-:-:: onsf:._ int.ergovei=leatal cowliftees or bulmtin settlemnts, coTi?pris- 

ins all immbers, in 	where such committes de net llreadv exist:; 
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2. ycecommetnds„ that such regionaJ core mit:toes stud Le estalishcd. as 

as possible and shoniti then co-ordinate. fb,eir activities with those 

of the 	Los ion en 'Fbxnan Stt -tem-nts dial retwItt to it through the appre- 

priate regional cottrinsi..n. 

3. ?„ecomnvort that the rosnieisihilit': for ImniemOnniag regional nhd 

renC ornov; 	osslhcnjt1 be';-.:ichnifttly ttoolsia. red to regiopl ounani72tiou57, 

“i• 
	

Pi,=.commends that each regiana1. onmmtt2e sivihid he sc...rvc.d by a Ton -it ot 

the secretariat 01 the parent , 	oroll comuiission muier nh e,.,eouSITS °Meer, 

that these unir sheold re[000. 7 be est-no 	;=.J.t soon as iiossible and 

that the should 	pittvidEd 	 nccossry resournes tor their oiT.era- 

tions; 

5 , 
A. 	• 	- 

formuintion of regjonal and soii,oceg•ten.hi 	loies and pregrallues and fer 

their implementetmen 

ec,-.,n.,menris, that the budgetary and potsonhel mescurees available to eoh 

reicani eercitaiiat unit s)Old consist of those 	n.: ha From till Togu'lar 

nudgetr cosnhrees and those redepleyeJl ftcom Si-: 	 pests ovailablc 

to the cenral ,-,eretariat., voluntary eatiributiuns. 	 those made 

▪ the nite.d Nations Habitat and Humen 	 -.dts Foundation, as well as 

selecte:i resources outreroilay ovailanf.s.- to eeeh. region;  

hoc 	1:01 that the principal functions of the re.gtonA1 secretariat __tante. 

units sbe-hi. 

(0 	To s-re's the tgional. committees rtjferre:j to in pa;arsPll 	a0 	c 

present soction; 

Te reviei7 progress in the implemontatirn of erogtommds sob the regions; 

(o) To prrhuhte nt active cllabot.on ct :s - ent re:or,s,,antr 

in n::tivil:dosreinter-3 to human set I 

(d.l 	to assiot Os ascent-  J: countries in Lho rothion In. the F'otmol,ation 

of their reghost'i for assistance 	the 	-into hiorad.. one 

tonal bodien; 

(e) 	To estabUsi 	ii.nks with It 	prriate tinancial inatitut:ions 

at the regioeal as 0 tjohal 

agencies; 

levels nde with regional units of act 

) 
	

To formulato, luirotoner:t end super-vise regional ane subrefjonol. program 

mos sod proects, especially re&J_onai. trainin pregrmmes°, 



ri 

(3) 	To execute regional human. nettlemenfr projects; 

Recomma.:,,2!--. that the reiohal secretariat on its, icitn the approvai. 

of the regoT:il commitress 	d ldenLify 	 nod regional 

institutions wh-.-7ch 	 to precite ocr ices , trainin:4 and assist- 

ance. i.e resarcb relating re lomaf,  settleme:cts. 

Decides.  that hamoin. settlements activities end erogrammes at both 

the global. sad reitiorhal nvo 	sball oeaol in partinalar with the following 

subject areas: 

(a) 	Settlement paiiciee anti str,rteticia.e., 

(0) 	Sentient 

(c) Tnstitutions art.) manag,„ 	; 

(d) Shelter, lufrastucrere arH services; 

(e) band; 

(I) 	Public portinihutioo; 

2. P:teids that tNe 	 rroirramme nuict;ties Jj this 

these to ned subject Ori o n 	 salon 00 Human 

Settlements and that vi 	 otc-:zreirtqe prioritlf:, 	the regional sine- 

en . th0 basis 	t'- c ai..f.ds and 7teblems of: ti: c.i.on end of the 

oountrios wirhin the ret,icui, 

3. 1-lecommends thar the follcaing fucetihaus sbauld he contildeued en a 

priori.iv basis, is 	 in th.c subject areas monrioned in ?aragraph 

1 of the present ,,,:ectioni; 

1,1entification of toe puebletra as-d possrlh]e scluuions: 

(b) 	Formulation and impleriehtatioh of polloies; 

(c)ionccd ,on end 

(d) and vet' of npvehriate teobology, as 

woll as limltatior of 4unardeus fechnology; 

(e) Exchange of in-rfc,e.:.matinn, 	 f„udic -visual in.l.le -r-mation; 

ti) 	Tmpiementatien maehiut:t; 

(g) Assistance ih the mobilization of resources st the on 	end 

international levels; 

(h) Promotion of the establishment of an interhsc,lichal iafrirmation pool 

on building materials olants and e:qhlra.'.enu; 

BIBLIOTECA NACIUNES UNIDAS Mr11711 
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VT 

CONCERTED ACTION AND CO-OkDINATION 

1. 	 in particular, that the Execntive Director of the Centre and 

the bureau of the Commission on human Settlements should meet biannually 

with the Executi-ve Director of the United Nations Environment Programme 

and the bureau of its Governing Council to 'review together their respective 

priorities and programmes for improving human. settlements and to strengthen 

and extend co-operation between. the two organiations; 

tges also that: the Executive u!iecter of the Centre and the Executive 

Director of the United Nations Envirentiet Programme should participate in 

and address the annual meetings of their governing bodies; 

3. Decides that there must be a sustaineddetermined effort, on. the 

part of all organizations most closely connected with humeri settlements, at 

both the regional and global. levels, to concert their planned prorammes 

and projects; 

4. Decides further that the existing mechanisms of the Administrative 

Committee on Co-ordination most be strengthened to ensure that co-ordination 

in the field of human settlements is effective throughout the whole United 

Nations system; 

VII  

WORKING RELATIONS WITH FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

I. 	Recommends that the Centre and the secretariats of the regional com- 

missions should establish worldng relations, as regards the question of human 

settlements, with the principal financial inst1tutions at the regional and 

global levels; 

2. 	Recommends that special co-operation should exist at the global, 

regional and national levels between. the United Nations Development Programme 

and the Centre; 

VIII 

COOPERATION WITH ORGANIZATIONS OUTSIDE THE INITED NATIONS SYSTEM 

Recommends that, at the global and te.,Ionni levets, co-operation should 

be sought with universities, research and scientific institutes, non-govern-

mental organizations and voluntary groups, in order to make full use of their 

knowledge and experience in the field of human settlements; at the intergo- 

• 



vernmental level, this co-operation. should be formalized and at the se-

cretariat level. it should be brought about by the establishment of app-

ropriate working relations. 

107th plenary meeting 
19 December 1977 
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407 (XVIII.) REGION:6J. CO-ClEHl:CION IN THE FIELD OF 
HEIIAN SETTLEMENTS 

The Ecorimie Commission for Latin America, 

„Recallin& United Nations Cenepal Assembly resolucion 32/162, and 

especrally its provisions concerning organization at the regional level, 

TakingLinto account the tact that the resolution recommsnUs the 

establishment of intergovernmental regional committees and corresponding 

support units in each of the economic commissions, 

Ai aair See acceJnt the fact that, under that General Assembly 

resolution, such 1-nti mintal committees would be responsible for 

formulating and implehmmtiag regional and subreFional nolicies and programmes, 

Beari.ng in. mind that t cc Regional human Settlements Progranae proposed 

by the member countries of the Commission at its eighteeath session lacks 

the resources reouired for its implementation, 

l..efognizieg the interest of the member countries of the. Commission 

in impreviog their humau settlements, and the importance of international 

co-operation for that purpose, 

Also recognizing the effort made 'us the secretariat to implement the 

regionaa human settlements pro::,rallme is. part, using extra:bud.Fetary resources, 

and the importance of this type of 77c,.11:,17. ncs in supplementing ordinary 

resources, 

NotinF, that the Economic Commission. for Latin. America is the only 

commission whick has no intergovernmental bodies dealing with human 

settlements, and that its secretariat has re adiL/ strata ye unit responsible 

for such activities, 

Reconizinf, finally, that tae raScal ren,uires as sa Ci n possible 

institutional machinery to eat 	c7r-oneral an Sn his field Loth among 

the countries nild 	 tem. and the interrizal co-opeTation agencies, 

1. 	Decides that rc ionoi. c -orpration lr) the field of human settlements 

should be the sublect of hpalsis and specific examination by committees 

especially established for te purnose at the CEPA!, sessions; 

4. a 
	Ilennesto the Executive. Secretary to study the financial implications 

of setting up an Tutergovernmentai Committee on Human Settlements, and 

the possibilities of financing it 
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3. 	Crimesthe member governments to send. to the sessions of the 

Commission, or of the Committee wnieh may deal with the subject, at least 

one expert in this field to provide the necessary technical support to 

their delegations. 

29th Neetin 
't,nri.1 197° 
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